Abstract: When the financial management software is running, the data needs to be efficient scheduled. In the scheduling process, because there is a strong randomness for data utilization, traditional scheduling method is likely to cause a data collision, resulting in reduced efficiency of scheduling. This paper proposes efficient data scheduling method in financial management software running based on the collision avoidance. According to the target data transmission case, to calculate the amount of data scheduling tasks, binary search is applied on predicted result. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm adopted for data in the scheduling financial management software running process, can effectively improve the efficiency of scheduling.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, data management has begun to receive attention. Data management technology applied in the process of financial management can effectively improve the efficiency of financial management to meet the needs of financial management [1] . Thus, how to schedule the data in financial management software running process efficiently, has become a hot topic need more research in data management area, and being focused on by a lot of experts [2] . At current stage, many research institutions have research data scheduling in financial management software in-depth, and a lot of scheduling methods are proposed, including data scheduling method based on ant colony algorithm in financial management software running [3] , data scheduling method based on simulated annealing algorithm in financial management software running [4] and data scheduling method based on data correlation coefficient in financial management software running [5] . Among them, the most commonly used is the scheduling method based on data correlation coefficient [6] . Due to data scheduling method in financial management software running plays an irreplaceable role in the field of data management, therefore, has broad prospects for development, regarded the key issues by many experts. 2 Principle of data scheduling optimization methods in financial management software
Forecast for the quantity of data scheduling tasks in Financial Management Software
When the data is scheduled in the financial management software running process, the time slot of data scheduling is represented by
, the number of scheduling data is r . Therefore, the time slot of each data scheduling tasks need to obey the distribution ~( , ) d p f r , according to the distribution to predict the task quantity of data scheduling in financial management software running process accurately. Based on the following formula to calculate the number of all the data scheduling tasks in financial management software running process: The above formula is input into the calculation of data scheduled tasks amounts in financial management software running, it is possible to obtain the following results: 
（3）
According to the following formula can calculate maxima of predicted data running scheduled tasks amount in the k-th financial management software:
Wherein, ∆ is data scheduling operation status parameter in the financial management software processes, the following formula can be adopted to predict the amount of data scheduled task: max ( ) r r arc r r f = （5）
According to the method outlined above, data scheduled tasks amount in the process of financial management software running is eligible to be predicted, and thus provide the basis for data scheduling conflict avoidance operations.
Binary search method for data scheduled task
Data scheduled time in financial management software running can be represented by T y , the sub-function number of software required applications in this process can be indicated by V y , the following equation is employed to describe the above relationship:
The tasks number of all data required scheduling in financial management software can be expressed by p , the number of time slots can be represented by H , the number of binary levels denoted as N , the following formula is utilized to calculate the number of data scheduling time slots in financial management software operation: 2 N H = （7） Data conflict probability can be calculated using the following formula in the process of data scheduling:
During the process of searching with binary tree, the following formula is able to calculate the probability of data scheduling conflict in financial management software running process:
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When the number of binary tree levels is 0 N = , , 1 ( , )
. With the following formula to calculate the probability of data scheduling conflicts appears in y -th financial management software sub-function of N level binary tree:
, , 1,
（10）
According to the above description, the collision probability of the data scheduling can be calculated during the operation of the financial management software, assuming that a conflict occurs, the other data is selected for scheduling, so as to achieve the data anti-collision operation in financial management software running, thereby reducing the probability of conflict.
Results Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a single experiment need to be conducted. Construction of the experimental environment with Matlab 7.1. During the experiment, the data scheduling simulation environment need to be established in financial management software running process. Data storage area distribution in data scheduled tasks can be described by the following figure: Figure 1 Distribution of the data storage area During the experiment, the amount of data in financial management software is set to increase. In this case, the amount of data scheduling tasks is more, the probability of data scheduling conflicts is higher. With traditional algorithm and proposed algorithm to conduct data scheduling experiments in financial management software running process respectively. During the above experiment, the resource utilization can be described by the following Improved  algorithm  1  1000  45  65  2  2000  44  61  3  3000  43  66  4  4000  44  62  5  5000  46  63  6  6000  42  66  7  7000  44  67  8  8000  42  61  9  9000  41  62  10 10000 45 66 According to the experimental results, it can be known that as the amount of data scheduled tasks increases in financial management software running process, with the proposed algorithm for scheduling have much higher resource utilization than traditional scheduling algorithm.
4 Conclusion In the scheduling process, because there is a strong randomness for data utilization, traditional scheduling method is likely to cause a data collision, resulting in reduced efficiency of scheduling. This paper proposes efficient data scheduling method in financial management software running based on the collision avoidance. According to the target data transmission case, to calculate the amount of data scheduling tasks, binary search is applied on predicted result. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm adopted for data in the scheduling financial management software running process, can effectively improve the efficiency of scheduling, avoided conflict situations, and achieved satisfactory results.
